
 
 
 

Resource Acceptance Criteria 
 
When reviewing teaching and learning resources that are submitted for 
publication in TRAILS, area editors will consider the following criteria:  
 
 

1. Does the resource address relevant, significant sociological content? 
2. Do the pedagogical approaches reflect best practices as supported by the 

Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) theory and literature?1   
3. Are there clearly stated learning goals/objectives?  The most helpful goals 

are brief, specific, and answer the question “What new knowledge, ability, 
or attitude will students gain as a result of this resource?”  

4. Are there clearly stated assessments that provide evidence of learning 
related to the resource’s stated goals? 2  The most helpful assessments 
are brief, specific, and answer the question “How will students 
demonstrate this new knowledge, ability, or attitude?” 

5. Is there a clear and accurate link or fit among learning goals/objectives, 
readings and tasks, and assessments? 

6. Is the resource useful to others?  That is, is there sufficient description and 
supporting documentation to allow others to easily use the resource?3 

7. Is the resource well written, well organized, and well presented? 
 

                                                 
1 For additional information about SoTL and a multi-disciplinary summary of best practices, download McKinney’s  “A 
Small Sampling of What We Know About Learning…”   Authors are also encouraged to examine relevant articles from 
the journal Teaching Sociology.   
2 The word “assessment” is used here in the broadest sense, and could include things a simple as a show of hands in 
response to a carefully worded question or as complex as a semester-long project in a capstone course.  By providing 
goals for their resources, authors help other users understand the purpose of the resource.  By providing assessments 
related to those goals, authors help other users gather evidence concerning the effectiveness of that resource within 
the users’ institutional contexts.   
3 In addition to any documentation or description within the resource itself, the submission field “Usage Notes” (under 
the tab “Details and Goals”) provides a key place for authors to indicate where, when and how their resource could 
best be used, as well as to share tips or warnings about possible pitfalls.   


